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CrystalStructureRefinementand OpticalProperties
o f a Ti'* Fassaitefrom the AllendeMeteorite'
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Abstract
A pyroxene from the Allende meteorite has C2/c symmetry, a - 9.80 -f 0.01 A, D - 8.85
-F 0.01 A, c- 5.36 -F 0.005A,p = 105"37,-r
lo,,Z - 4[Ca,.oMgnoTio*Alo,"(AL".Sir*)Ou].
The indices of refraction for sodium light are q - 1.747, p - 1.750, t - 1.762, all -r 0.005.
The color is deep green for light polarized in (100) and red perpendicularto (100). Electron
microprobe analysisand optical spectraare consistentwith most of the titanium being trivalent.
Least-squaresrefinement of 667 X-ray diffraction data (weighted R - 0.025) shows the
structural similarity with terrestrial fassaite. The presence of titanium in the tetrahedral site
is ruled out on the basis of mean bond length as well as electron density. Difierences in
individual bond lengths between the Allende pyroxene and diopside can be explained by
electrostaticconsiderationsand by the ionic radil.
Optical spectra show bands at 21,000 cm-' and 16,500 cm-'. The 21,000 cm-' band is
relatively weak and present for all orientations; it probably represents the crystal-field absorption of Ti3+. The 16,500 cm-1 band is strong for light with a component of vibration in
( 100); it probably represents charge transfer between Ti'* and Tin* in Ml positions.
Pleochroism of terrestrial titanian pyroxenes is similar in orientation to that of the Allende
pyroxene, but the color is difterent. We suggestthat the red to purple color of terrestrial
pyroxenes is caused by Fe'2+-Ti4+
charge transfer, and that Ti3* is not present.

Introduction
Certain chondrulesor inclusionsin the Allende
meteorite(Clarke et al., 7970) and in the Vigarano
meteoritecontain dark green,pleochroicpyroxene
(Fuchs, 1971;Christophe-Michel-Levy
et al., I97O).
The titanium oxide content of some of thesepyroxeneshas beenfound by electronmicroprobeanalysis
to be overfifteenwt percent(as TiOz). This titanium
contentis much higher than any previouslyreported
in natural pyroxenes,and so the details of the
crystal chemistry of one of these pyroxenesshould
be helpful to an understandingof the role of titanium
in pyroxenesand silicatesin general.We have,therefore, carried out refinementof X-ray diffraction data
for a crystal of Allende pyroxene, and have also
obtained visible-regionabsorption spectra.
We shall refer to this pyroxeneas a titanian fassaitebecauseof its chemicaland structuralsimilarities with more usual terrestrialfassaite;these similaritieswill be set forth in more detail below.
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Occurrenceand ChemicalData
Materials for this study were crystalspicked from
a large (1 cm diameter) chondruleand a polished
thin sectionof the samechondrule (usNu 3848).
This chondrule is of the type gehlenite-fassaiteanorthite-spinel(type IIa) of Clarke et aI. (197O),
although anorthite seemsto be absent from this
particularspecimen.The pyroxenecrystalsrangein
size from less than 0.05 mm to over 1 mm in
diameter.They are generallysurroundedby gehlenite,
and the smaller crystals of pyroxene are sprinkled
as inclusions throughout grains of gehlenite. The
large pyroxenecrystalsseem as a rule to contain
one or more large grainsof dark-red rhiinite (Fuchs,
l97l), and surroundingmany of the larger crystals
is what appearsto be a reactionrim of as yet unidentified material. The main part of most of the
pyroxenegrains,however,is essentiallyunaltered.
A microprobe analysis, the average for several
grainsin the section,is given in Table 1. A noteworthy point is the lack of iron; it was below the
limit of detection (0.03 percent) in the pyroxene
from this chondrule.
It is not generallyfeasible,of course,to distinguish
betweenthe quadri- and trivalent statesof titanium
by meansof the microprobe.In this casethe analyst
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Tesle l. Electron Microprobe Analysis of Titanian Fassaite
from the Allende Meteorite
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reported all titanium as TiOz, 16.6 percent.However. when the structural formula is calculatedfrom
the chemical data, assumingthat all titanium is
Tia*, an insufficientnumber of cationsis obtained,
3.88 per six oxygen atoms, whereasthe stoichiometric structurerequires4.00 cations.This is a fairly
sizablediscrepancy.Fuchs (1971) has pointed out
in previousanalcomparableor larger discrepancies
ysesof Allende and Vigarano pyroxenes.If we assume that the specimenis stoichiometric,we can
partitionthe titaniumbetweenTi3. and Tia*as shown
in Table 1. This indicatesthat about 70 percentof
the titanium is trivalent. Although this type of calculation is not completely conclusive,it does constitute a strongindication, independentof the spectral
considerationsdiscussedbelow, that a substantial
amountof Ti'. is present.
Sinceiron and other elementswith variablevalence
are absent,it might well be possibleto ascertainthe
Ti}. /Ti4* ratio by a standardtitrimetric determination
of total reducingcapacity.Unfortunately,thereis far
too little material available at present for any wetchemicaldeterminations.
The chemical characteristicsof terrestrial fassaite
are the presenceof essentiallythe maximumamount
(one atom per six oxygen atoms) of calcium and
substantial quantities of the trivalent cations, aluminum and ferric iron. The Allende pyroxene fits
this description well, if we take titanium, most of
which is probably trivalent, in place of ferric iron.

first, to ascertain if there was any possibility of
titanium assumingtetrahedral coordination in replacementof silicon, as has often been advocated
in the past for terrestrialpyroxenes;and, second,to
verify that the structure was essentiallythat of normal, low-titanium pyroxenes (1.e., diopside structure) and to determinein particular whether the
presenceof so much titanium and aluminumcauses
any unusual configurationsin any part of the structure. Our preliminary X-ray photographicwork with
standardprecessionmethodsshowedthat the space
group of the Allende pyroxeneis C2/c, the sameas
that of diopside.
Experimental details. The cell constants (Table
precession
2) were obtainedfrom quartz-calibrated
The crystalusedfor data collecfilm measurements.
tion was an irregular fragmentlessthan 0. 1 mm in
maximum dimensionand was mounted with [010]
along the 4-axis of the Picker single-crystal diffractometer. Zr-filtered Mo radiation was used; the
data collectionand refinementprocedureswere essentiallythosegivenby Clark et ol. (1,969).A total
of 865 data were collected;of these667 had net intensities greater than four standard deviations of
the backgroundbasedon countingstatisticsand were
includedin the refinement.CornputerprogramsRFINE
and s,{orne, written by Dr. L. W. Finger, GeophysicalLaboratory,Washington,D. C., were used
throughout the refinement. The weighting scheme
describedby Clark et ql. (1969) was applied and
statisticalweightswere usedin the final refinement.
No correctionsfor absorption (p = 26.8 cm-t)
or for secondaryextinction were made. No reflections appearedto be affectedby primary extinction.
The initial site-occupancieswere taken from the
calculatedformula in Table 1. It seemsclear from
the analysisthat calcium fills the M2 site; thus the
only uncertain quantity in the site occupancieswas
the distributionof titanium and aluminum between
TrsLr. 2. Cell Parameters, Atornic Coordinates, Site Occupancies, and Isotropic Temperature Factors for the Allende
Pvroxene*
kswed
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X-Ray Refinement
An X-ray refinementof the crystal structure was
carriedout on the Allendepyroxenefor two reasons:
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Tesrs 3a. Anisotropic Temperature Factor Tensor Values
for the Allende Pvroxene*
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the MI and tetrahedralsites.It was assumedthat
the presenceof titanium in the tetrahedralsite could
be detectedfrom the bond distancesand temperature
factor, and occupancieswere not refined. Starting
values for positional and thermal parameterswere
taken from the refinement of fassaite reported by
Peacor (1967). Refinementwith isotropictemperature factors convergedin two cycles to a weighted
R factor of 0.029 (R*1. = t>w(lf,l
lF"l)'/
2wFo'1'r'1. Addition of anisotropictemperaturefactors reducedthe weightedR to 0.025 in three more
cycles. Final parametersare given in Tables 2 and
3, and observedand calculatedstructurefactors are
comparedin Table 4'.
Discussionof the Structure
The final parametersfrom X-ray refinement are
similar to those found for a terrestrial fassaite
(Peacor, 1967). Actually, the terrestrialfassaitein
many respectsrepresentsan intermediatecase betweendiopside(Clark et al., 1969) and the Allende
fassaite.The mean bond lengthsfor the tetrahedral,
Ml, and M2 sites(Table 5) of the Allende fassaite
can be largely rationalized on the basis of known
ionic radii, and tend to suport for the most part the
chemicalformula which was assumedfor the refinement.
The mean tetrahedral cation-oxygendistanceobserved,1.677A, is very closeto the value of L682
A calculatedfrom the assumedformula, using the
effectiveionic radii of Shannonand Prewitt (1969).
The temperaturefactor of the tetrahedralsite in the
Allende pyroxeneseemsperfectlynormal, and there
is thus no evidencefor the presenceof cations other

than silicon and aluminum in tetrahedral coordination. Were there any titanium in the tetrahedralsite,
we would expect the temperaturefactor to be abnormal and the R factor to be higher.
The meanMl-O distance,2.059A (Table 5), is
a little smallerthan that for Ml in diopside,2.077 A
(Clark et aL, 1969). A larger differencewould be
expectedfrom considerationof the chemicalformula
and the effectiveionic radii (Shannonand Prewitt,
1969) for Ti3. (0.67 A), Mg (0.72 A), and Al
(0.48 A). The discrepancyis even greaterif much
of the titanium is assumedto be quadrivalent,as
the effectiveionic radius of Tia* is 0.605 A. However, the differencecan be explainedby taking into
account the electrostaticbalance of each oxygen
atom, as discussedbelow. In any casethe observed
Ml-O distanceis more difficult to explain if it is
assumedthat most or all of the titanium is quadrivalent.
The mean bond length for the M2 site,2.500 A
(Table 5) is essentiallyidenticalto that of the M2
site in diopside,2.498 A, in agreementwith occupation of the M2 site of the Allende pyroxeneentirely
by calcium.
by Pauling(1929),
Usingthe principlesestablished
the sum of the bond strengthsto an atom, if not
exactly equal to the formal valence of the atom,
may be related to the deviation of bond lengthsfrom
Tesre 3b. Magnitudes and Orientations of Thermal Ellipsoids for the Allende Pvroxene*
Atour
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their expectedor mean values.We show here in a
qualitativeway how ,the length of the bonds is affectedby electrostaticconsiderationsof this sort.
The sums of the ionic bond strengths for the
three oxygen atoms in diopside and in the hypothetical end-member pyroxenes CaTiB.AlSiOaand
CaTia-Al2O6are comparedin Table 6. By taking
into accountthe bond distancesin diopside,following the method suggestedby Zachaiasen (1963),
Clark et aL (1969) showed that the sums come
close to the actual ionic charge.However, the simple ionic model used in calculatingthe values in
Table 6 yields sizableimbalancesif bond distances
are ignored.The 01 atom in CaTi'-AlSiO6receives
a greater positive charge than the 01 atom in
diopside,while for the 03 atom the reverseis true;
the chargereceivedby the 02 atom doesnot change
very much. Thus in CaTi3-AlSiO6,the 01 atom is
assumedto have less negative character, and the
bonds to it from a given cation should tend to be
longer than those to the other oxygen atorns when
comparedto diopside,after differencesin ionic radii
are taken into accotrnt.That is to sav. if each bond
Tesre 5. Bond Distances Compared for the Allende
Pyroxene and Diopside
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T.leI-B 6. Comparison of Ionic Bond Strengths for Diopside
and Two End-Member Titanian Pvroxenes
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length in diopside is subtractedfrom its equivalent
in CaTi'*AlSiO6,the differenceshouldbe more positive for those bonds involving 01 than for those
involving 02, and more positive for 02 than for 03.
Similar predictions apply also to the hypothetical
pyroxene CaTia.AlsOo, for which the differences
should be even more pronounced. The actual
changes,shown in Table 5, are largely in accordance with this analysis.The correspondenceis not
exact, and bond type (covalency) may have some
effect on the bond lengths,but so might the electroneighbors,which were
static effectsof second-nearest
not taken into accountin the predictions.
The cations in both the tetrahedral and the M2
site are coordinatedby all three crystallographically
distinct oxygen atoms, whereasMl is coordinated
by 01 and 02 atoms only. Thus for the tetrahedral
and M2 sites, the expectedchangescome close to
balancingout, with possiblya slight negativechange
in mean bond length being expected.But for MI
a net positive characteris expected,and in fact the
observedmean bond length is somewhatlarger than
that which would be calculatedfrom the sum of the
ionic radii.
Despite the differencesin individual bond lengths
from those of diopside, we concludethat the structure of the Allende pyroxeneis essentiallythe same,
and in particular that the coordination of titanium
in Ml is not substantiallydifferent from that of magnesium in Ml. of diopside. We can probably also
concludefrom the successof the refinementthat the
Allende pyroxene is stoichiometric,contrary to the
suggestion
of Fuchs(197I).
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L3+

The normal (110) cleavagewas not observedin
the Allende pyroxene, either in thin section or in
fragments. This is very likely related to the substitution of aluminum for silicon in the tetrahedral
site, which tendsto weakenthe silicatechain bonds,
and the substitution of titanium and aluminum for
magnesiumin the Ml site, which tendsto strengthen
the bonds which link the chainsto each other. Thus
the strongly heterogeneousbonding which leads to
a structuredominatedby the chainsis disrupted,and
the cleavagewhich is basedon thesechainsis suppressed.

mounted on an X-ray goniometer headn, was used. The
crystallographic orientation was first establishedby X-ray
precessionphotography,and then the optical orientation was
determined on the special spindle stage. The indices of
refraction were determined by the immersion method at
room temperature.
The experimental methods described here are, of course,
not those which would ideally be used to obtain a complete
optical characterizationof a mineral. They are necessitated,
however, by the nature of the material-for example, we
were able to separateno more than 8 mg of pyroxene from
the meteorite. in the form of frasments all smaller than
0.5 mm diameter.

Results
Optical Properties
In thin section,the Allende fassaiteis dark green,
pleochroicto brownish red. This relatively intense
color is in itself highly suggestivethat a reduced
state of titanium is present.Titanium is the only
transition elementpresentin more than trace quantities, and its quadrivalentstate is not expectedto
give a strong color by itself. The green color is
actually similar to that of a synthetic pyroxene,
NaTi3-Si2O6,
reportedby Prewitt et al. (1972), for
which the valencestate of the titanium is undoubted
becauseof the total chemistryof the pyroxene.The
correspondencein color with that of the synthetic
pyroxene is even more strongly indicative of a reduced state for part of the titanium in the Allende
pyroxene.
In order to determine in more detail how the
color, pleochroismand other optical propertiesmay
be related to the valencestate of the titanium ions.
we have obtainedpolarized visible-regionabsorption
spectra of the Allende fassaite, and have made
microscopemeasurementsof the optical properties
of singlegrainsusing spindlestagemethods.
Experimental methods. The optical spectra were taken
on a Perkin-Elmer double-beam spectrophotometer fitted
with a polarizing microscope in the sample beam. The
optical orientations of all large grains in the thin section
were first determined on a universal stage. Spectra were
then taken of the most suitably oriented grains with the
spectrophotometer. Since the crystals were far from perfect,
all being more or less cracked, and precise orientations were
impossible to attain on the flat stage of the spectrophotometer, the spectra aro only qualitative. In particular,
the precise absolute absorption and relative absorption for
the different orientations could not be ascertained, because
of internal reflection from the cracks. However, the spectra
should suffice for the purposes of the present report.
Optical orientation was measured using standard conoscopic microscope techniques. Because cleavage or other
morphology is rare and was not observed at all in the thin
section, a special spindle stage, adapted for single crystals

Absorption spectra. The polarized absorption
spectraof the Allende fassaitein the visible region
(Fig. 1a) showthreeprincipalfeatures:(1) a band
at 16,500cm-1,whoseintensityvarieswith orientation; (2) a weakerband at about 21,000 cm-'; and
(3) a sloping backgroundabsorption,the absorption edge,which presumablyextendsinto the visible
from an intense absorption in the ultraviolet.
The spectrain Figure la establishthe number
and locationsof the featureswhich causethe colors
observedin the pyroxene.However, these spectra
are not adequateto describethe polarizationsof the
absorptionbands,for severalreasons:(a) the poor
quality of the crystalstends to reduce the variations
in intensitydue to polarization;(b) the limited number of crystals of measurablesize in the section
makes it unlikely that all the necessarycrystallographic orientationscould be attained on our flatstage instrument; (c) the precise crystallographic
orientationin the (010) plane, which as explained
below is the most critical aspectof the polarization
of the 16,500 cm-' band, cannot be ascertainedon
the crystals in the thin section, becausethey ap
parently lack cleavageor other morphology. It is
necessaryto use spindle-stagetechniquesin order
to ascertainthe precisenature of the polarization.
The Allende pyroxenedisplaysa variation in color
from deep green to red in polarized light. In view
of the obvious variation in intensityof the 16,500
cm-i band shown in the spectra of Figure la, the
explanationfor this pleochroism is as follows: For
orientations which show a green color, absorption
by the 16,500 band is strong and thus favors transmissionof light through a band in the greenbetween
the 16,500 cm-1 band and the absorptionin the
aA similar spindle stage is now available commercially
from Charles Supper, Inc.
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blue causedby either or both the 21,00Ocm-1band
and/or the absorption edge. For orientationswhich
show a red color, the absorptionat 16,500 cm-1
must be weak or absent,allowing the transmissionof
light through the red part of the spectrum.
Observationswith the spindle stage, the crystallographic orientation being ascertained by X-ray
precessionphotography,show that the color for light
with electric vibration direction polarized parallel to
the b axis (or optic direction Y) is deep green.
The same is true for light polarized parallel to the
crystallographicc axis. However, as the perpendicular to the (100) plane (or the a* axis) is approached from any direction, the color becomes
brownish and then essentiallypure red. The orientation which gives the purest red color definitely does
not coincide with the optic X or Z directions
measuredin yellow light (seebelow). We take these
observationsas clear evidencethat the 16,500 cm-'
band is strong for light with a major componentof
vibration in the crystallographicplane (100), but
weak or absent for light vibrating solely in the
perpendicularto (100). For the reasonsgivenabove,
the spectra shown in Figure la coincide only approximately with these polarization directions, and
are not expectedto show the full range of intensity
of the 16,500 cm-r band. In particular, the exact
perpendicularto (10O) is difficult to locate, and
therefore some absorptionby the 16,500 cm*1band
is difficult to avoid.
There is no evidencethat the 2l,0OO cm-1 band
or the absorption edge are appreciably polarized.
No variation in their intensity is apparentin Figure
la, and all the colors observed,red through green,
require some absorption in the blue part of the
spectrum.
Optical orientation. The optic orientation of the
Allende pyroxene in yellow light, or white light
neglectinganomalousdispersion,seemsto be similar
to that of diopside. Measurementson the spindle
stage with a sodium D (yellow) interferencefilter
yield,Z A c : 58o, b = Y, indices of refraction
e = 1.747,F = 1.750,y = 1.762 (all -+ 0.005)
and 2V (+) = 64" for the crystal used in the
(Fig. 2). However,severaloptical
X-ray refinement.s
effects are present which demonstratethe existence
of strong inclined dispersion.(a) In white light, the
purest red color (absenceof green) is observedfor
6The angle 2V for two other grains measured on the
spindlestagewas about 80'.
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Frc. 1. (a) Polarized optical absorption spectra of the
Allende fassaite. Spectrum A is for a direction showing
brownish-red color, near the perpendicular to (100).
Spectrum B is for a direction showing green color, near
the crystallographic c axis. Vertical displacement of the two
spectra is arbitrary. (b) Schematic diagram of the changes
in refractive index to be expected from the observed absorptions, with respect to a p)'roxene in which these absorptions
are absent. This diagram assumesthat the intense absorption
in the ultraviolet which produces the absorption edge is not
polarized (see text).

light vibrating perpendicularto (100), rather than
in either the X or Z optic directions measuredin
yellow light. (b) The interferencefigure for one of
the optic il(es, B in Figure 2, is anomalous; the
isogyre perpendicular to the optic plane is pure
red. This indicates a different 2V for red light. It
was not even possibleto locate an isogyre complementarvin color to the observedred one which would
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it must be causedby somekind of interaction taking
place primarily in the (100) plane. This can be
explainedonly on the basisof a direct cation-cation,
intervalence charge-transferinteraction (Allen and
Hush, 1967; Hush, 1967; Linnehan and White,
1971.),as shownby the following analysis.
In clinopyroxene, the metal sites lie in planes
parallel to (100), as shown in Figure 3. The
Allende fassaite apparently has its M2 site completely filled by calcium, so we restrict our attention for the momentto the MI positions;theseform
edge-sharingzigzag chains parallel to the c axis
(Figure 3). Direct cation-cationcharge-transfer
absorption can take place only when the electric vibration direction of the incident light has a component
Frc.2. Optical orientation in sodium D light of the Allende
in the metal-metalvector.Thereare two ML-Ml vecfassaite.
tors (zig and zag of the Ml chains) in the clinopyrepresentoptic axis B for red light. The other optic roxenestructure.Theselie in (100) and makeangles
axis, A, gives an apparentlynormal interferencefig- of about 32" on opposite sidesof the c axis. Thus,
ure. (c) Anomalousinterferencecolors are observed. charge transfer is allowed for light vibrating anyIf the view direction (microscopicaxis) is perpendic- wherein (100), althoughit may be slightlystronger
ular to the optic Y direction, extinction is normal parallel to c than parallel to b, but charge transfer
and black, but as the view direction approachesY, is not allowed for light vibrating perpendicular to
extinction is not complete, and the crystal is alter- (100). This explains the observedpolarizationof
natively red and deep violet as it is rotated through the band at 16.500 cm-'.
the extinctionposition.
If we assume that only transition-metal cations
Discussion
give rise to the type of charge transfer under dis(1) The bqnd at 16,500 cm-a. From the ob- cussion,the only possibilitiesfor the ions between
served polarization of this band, it is obvious that which the transfer could take place are the different
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Fro. 3. Stereographic-pairview showing a slice of the structure of the Allende fassaiteparallel to (100). Thermal ellipsoids are
drawn with 95 percent probability distribution. Drawing produced by onrnr (Johnson, 1970).
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valence stagesof titanium. Therefore, we assign the compounds.A band at about this locationin terres16,500 cm-1 band to Ti3*-Tia* charge transfer. This
trial pyroxeneshasalsobeenattributedto the crystalband is located approximately where presumed field absorptionof Ti3- (Chesnokov,1959; Burns,
charge-transfer bands, mostly Fe2*-Fe3*,have been 1970;Manning and Nickel, 1969), but thereis conidentified in pyroxenes and other silicates (Allen and siderabledoubt about this, as will be shownbelow.
Hush, 1967; Faye et al., 1968; Manning and Nickel,
(3) The absorptionedge. Since pyroxeneswhich
1969; Burns, 1970; Linnehan and White, 1971). do not contain transitionelementsnormally do not
Prewitt et al. (1.972) have also assigned a band at have an absorptionedge impinging on the visible,
15,600 cm-1 in diffuse reflectance spectra of NaTi3- it is probablethat the absorptionedgeexhibitedby
Si2O6to Ti3*-Ti4*charge transfer (Tia- was assumed the Allendepyroxeneis due to charge-transfer
interto be an impurity).
action primarily in the ultraviolet betweentitanium
Assignment of the 16,500 cm-1 band to a crystal- cations, trivalent and/or quadrivalent,and oxygen
field absorption can be ruled out, because of its anions.Such absorptionedgesare commonfeatures
polarization. Polarization of crystal-field absorptions of transitionmetal oxides.
is due to the selection rules of the pseudo- or actual
Inclined dispersion. Anomalous dispersion efpoint symmetry of the site. The only ion which fects,includingdispersionof the optic directionsand
would give rise to a crystal-field absorption in the axes,may usuallybe attributedto differences
in reAllende fassaite is, of course, Ti3* in the MI site, fractive index caused by strong absorptions.The
since this is the only ion present which has a d
effect of an intenseabsorptionon refractiveindex
electron. The Ml site has actual symmetry 2 (C),
is well known in classical optics (e.5., Strong,
with the two-fold axis parallel to crystallographic 1958). Thus, as the absorptionband is approached
b. This symmetry could not account for the polariza- from lower frequencies,the refractive index intion, because its selection rules do not distinguish creases,and as it is approachedfrom higher frebetween directions in the plane perpendicular to the quencies,the refractiveindex decreases.
There is a
two-fold axis, whereas it is just in this plane (the sharplyinflectedsectionconnectingthesetwo trends,
(010) plane) in which the polarization is most and at the exact center of the absorptionthere is
pronounced. Furthermore there is no possiblepseudo- no change in refractive index. This behavior is ilsymmetry of the Ml site which could account for lustratedin Figure lb, using as an exampleof the
the polarization. Given the location of the Ml ligands strong absorptionthe 16,500 cm-l band in (100).
shown in Figure 3, there are no additional symmetry Dispersionof optic directionsor axesresultswhen
elementspossible which come near to coinciding with the absorptionis not isotropic, and the changesin
the crystallographic c axis (which is one of the ob- refractive index for various crystallographicdirecserved polarization directions), except one of the tions are different.
three-fold axes of the Ml coordination octahedron.
In order to decidewhat kind of absorptioncould
However, if the selection rules for the latter sym- be causingthese effectsin the Allende pyroxene, it
metry were operative, all directions perpendicular is helpful to know how the orientation of the absorpto the pseudo-three-fold axis would be equivalent, tion, i.e., its polarization,could affect the disperand no large difference in absorption would be pre- sion properties. In the following analysis,we will
dicted between the perpendicular to (100) and the show that the geometricnature of the dispersionefb axis, contrary to observation.
fects is consistentwith their being causedby an
Similar arguments apply to the possibility of the absorptionin the ( 100) plane.
16,500 cm-l band being due to a cation-anion chargeSchematiccrosssectionsin the (010) planeof the
transfer interaction. Such an absorption would not be optical indicatrix of the Allende pyroxeneare shown
polarized with respect to (100), because no Ml
in Figure 4. The solid ellipserepresentsthe orientaligands lie in or near this plane.
tion for yellow (sodium D) light, and is what we
(2) The band at 21,000 cm-|. The band at expect at any frequency at which there are no dif21,000 cm-1 is most reasonably assigned to the ferential effects on refractive index due to strong
crystal-field transition of Tia. in octahedral coordinaabsorption.The dashedellipseis intendedto repretion. A band at about this location has been ob- sent the orientation for a strongly absorbed freserved in the octahedral aqueous TiS. cornplex quency, on the high-frequencyside of the 16,500
(Cotton and Wilkinson, 1962) and in many Ti3* cm-1 peak (say about 17,000 cm-1,or 6100 A).
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riloo)
= o x i sA

Ftc. 4. Schematicdiagram of a cross-sectionin (010) of
the optical indicatrix of the Allende fassaite. Solid ellipse is
for a frequency unaffected by absorption; dashed ellipse is
for a frequency affected by a strong absorption polarized
in (100). The ellipticity of the indicatrix and its modification by absorptionare greatly exaggerated.

Although the optics for very strongly absorbing
crystals are complex, involving elliptical polaization and other efiects,we assumethat such complicationscan be neglectedto a first approximation,and
that the optical orientation for the absorbed frequencycan be derivedfrom the expectedchangesin
refractive index shown in Figure 1b. At the frequencyin question,the refractiveindex is decreased
in (100), as shown by the dashedline in Figure
lb, but unchangedin the perpendicularto (100)
(relative to the overall change which is shown by
the solid line). In Figure 4, the decreasein refractive index in ( 100) is representedby the difference
in length between line segmentsOC and OD. The
dashed ellipse is passedthrough D, and drawn in
such a way that the differencebetween it and the
solid ellipse decreasesto zero at the perpendicular
to (100). Note that the principalaxesof the dashed
ellipse, and therefore the optic X and Y directions,
are different from those for the solid ellipse.
We call particular attentionto the behavior of the
optic axes A and B. Assuming that the optic Y
direction always correspondsto crystallographicb,
optic axesA andB for yellow light are perpendicular
to ellipseradii OC and OE, where OC and OE correspond in length to the refractive index B. For the
strongly absorbedlight to which the dashedellipse
pertains, we have already stated that the index in
( 100) is now givenby OD, and sinceF is in ( 100)

it is also representedby OD and OF. Due to the
changedsize and orientation of the dashedellipse'
radius OF does not coincide with radius OE of
the solid ellipse. Thus, although optic axis A remains unchangedin position for the two frequencies
representedby solid and dashedellipses,optic axis
B, which is perpendicularto OF, is closerto optic
axis A for the absorbedfrequency.
A similar analysismay be applied to frequencies
slightlylower than the absorptionpeak.In this case,
optic axis A retains the same orientation, as above,
but the indicatrixis rotatedin the oppositedirection,
and2V is increased.
Clearly, this interpretationexplainsthe observation that optic axis A in the Allende pyroxeneis
essentiallynormal while axis B is notably dispersed.
It would be difficult to explain this observationon
any other basis than an absorption polarized in
(100), and the TiS*-Ti4*charge-transferband at
16,500 cm-' is the obvious candidatefor this absorption. The absorption would not be quite the
sameparallel to b as to d, as required by the above
analysis,but the difierence would probably not be
sufficientto causeappreciabledispersionof optic axis
l. Somecalculationsmade by W. T. Holser (personal communication)indicate that changesin refractive index to be expectedfrom an absorptionof
the strengthof the 16,500 cm-' band are small, on
the order of 0.001. However,this may be adequate
to causedispersionof the optic axis B sufficient to
account for the observations,consideringthat the
birefringenceis 0.015. An important point in the
above interpretatio'nis that for the affectedfrequencies, optic axis B would be dispersedin both directions from its position in the unaffectedfrequencies.
Another hypothesiswhich must be consideredis
that the inclined dispersion arises from the strong
absorption,or absorptions,in the ultraviolet which
cause the absorption edge. In this case we would
be seeing only the eftect which occurs on the low
frequency side of the absorption. Although the
strongestpart of the absorption edge does not extend far into the visible, its dispersioneffectswould
be manifest at much lower frequencies.The inclined
dispersionwould be a result of the refractive index
curves for different crystallograohicdirections having different slopes through the visible, becauseof
polarization of the absorption in the ultraviolet. Inclined an<l crossed dispersionin many compounds
are attributable to effectsof this kind.
In our case,however,there are two objectionsto
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the hypothesis.The first is the polarization-it is
difficult to see why such an absorptionshould be
polarizedin (100), as apparentlyrequired by the
above analysis.The ultraviolet absorptionis most
probably a cation-anionchargetransfer, and there
is no particular reason why such an absorption
shouldbe polarizedin (100), consideringthat no
Ml ligandslie in (100). This hypothesisis only
reasonableif the ultravioletabsorptionis sometype
of direct cation-cationcharge transfer betweenM
sitecationsin (100). Other than Ti3.-Tia*,
which is
accountedfor, the possibilitiesseem to be rather
obscure.Secondly,we have observedthat it is only
the red part of the spectrumwhich is affectedby
inclined dispersion;that is, the optical orientation
for the spectrumfrom yellow to violet is not dispersed,or else we would see colors other than red
in the interferencefigure.This is perfectlyconsistent
with the cause of inclined dispersion being the
16,500cm-' band, but is difficult to explainon the
basis'ofan absorptionin the the ultraviolet.
Thus the inclined dispersionseemsto be most
reasonablyexplainedby the presenceof the Tis-Tia. charge-transferband, although the other hypothesisshould probably not be completelyruled
out until the polarizationof the ultraviolet absorption
is measured.
Oxidation Stateof the Allende Fassaite
The chondrulescontaining the Ti3*-fassaiteare
of an unusualcalcium-aluminum-rich
and iron-poor
type found in only a few meteorites.The iron-poor
nature is illustrated by the apparentlack of iron
in the pyroxene, and very low iron concentration
in the rhtjnite grains with which the pyroxene is
associated;the Allende rhcjnite has less than 0.9
percentFeO (J. Nelen, personalcommunication),
whereasterrestrial rhiinites contain over 20 percent
iron oxide (Cameronet al, 1970). This near lack
of iron seemsto point toward a very low oxidation
state, even comparedto most meteorites.Of the
severalmodes of origin proposedfor the iron-poor
chondrulesand inclusions in Allende and other
meteorites,possibly the most widely acceptedat
the presenttime is that they representvery early
condensates
of refractory material from the hot solar
nebula(Marvin et al, 1970). This hypothesisimplies
a low oxidation state during formation becausethe
partial pressure of hydrogen in the nebula would
still be relativelyhigh at this early stage.In order
to explain the low iron concentrationin these
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chondrulesand inclusion, other proposed modes
of origin (Kurat, 1970; Keil and Fuchs, I97l)
apparently must rely either on nearly complete reduction of the iron to the metallic state, as in
enstatitechondritesand achondrites(Mason, 1966),
or on extreme volatization. The latter probably
impliesreductionas well, becauseoxygenlosswould
very likely be greaterthan iron loss.
In any case, it seemsclear that the oxidation
state of the Allende fassaiteis much lower than
that of terrestrialtitanian pyroxenes,which contain
Fe3*,and probably also lower than that of lunar
pyroxenes,which contain substantialamounts of
Fe2*.

Terrestrial and Lunar Titanian Pyroxenes
The red-violetcolor of terrestrialtitanian augites
hasvery often in the pastbeenattributedto the presenceof Ti3.. The color is actuallycausedby a broad
cm-1,a band that has
absorptionband at 1.9-22,000
been assignedto the crystal-fieldtransitionof Ti3.
(Chesnokov, 1959; Burns, 1970; Manning and
Nickel, 1969). We have made the sameassignment
for the band at 21,000cm-1in the Allendepyroxene,
but there are somevery importantdifferencesin the
properties of terrestrial titanian pyroxenesversus
the Allendefassaite.
Firstly, in terrestrialtitanian pyroxenes,the 19red-violetcolor
22,000cm-1band and accompanying
can be very strong,despitea relativelysmall amount
of titanium present, Titanium oxide in terrestrial
pyroxenesis almost alwayslessthan 6 percentand
only a fraction of this could be Ti3-,if TiS-is present
at all. The Allende pyroxene must have a higher
Ti1./Ti4' ratio, as well as much higher titanium content, and showsonly a moderatelyintensered color
to (100).
in the perpendicular
Secondly,terrestrialtitanaugitesare stronglypleochroic, and the red-violetcolor is usuallydescribed
as being absentor weak for Z. However, it is likely
that many investigatorshave not been awareof the
complicationsdiscussedin this report, and in describing the pleochroic colors, have mistaken the
perpendicularto (100) for Z. Deer et aL (1962, p.
133) have pointed out that "In some titanaugites
the absorptionindicatrix doesnot coincidewith the
optical indicatrix,and in suchcasesthe pleochroism
is more easilyrelatedto the directionof the y [=b]
and z f:cl axesand the directionat right anglesto
the yz [=(100)] plane."Furthermore,inclineddispersion is the rule in terrestrialtitanaugites(e.9.,
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Dixon and Kennedy, 1933; Holzner, 1934), and its
orientation seems to be analogous to that found in
in the Allende pyroxene. If these optical properties
are due to the 19-22,000 cm-' band, the conclusion
must be that this band is identical in its polarization
to the 16,500 cm-' band in the Allende pyroxene.
Thirdly, the strong charge-transferband at 16,500
cm-' found in the Allende fassaite is not evident in
terrestrial titanian pyroxenes. If appreciable Ti3*
were present, we might expect this band to dominate
and produce a green color, since charge-transfer
absorptions are generally expected to be stronger
than octahedral crystal-field absorptions.
These considerationsvery strongly suggestthat the
red-violet color and pleochroism of terrestrial titanaugite are not caused by the crystal-field absorption
of Ti3*, but by a charge transfer similar to that found
in the Allende pyroxene, involving, of course, difterent species. The choice of a suitable cation pair is
limited, since we apparently must assume that titanium is involved, because of the general correlation
of color with titanium content. We sugqest that
Fe2*-Ti4*is the only pair that satisfies the requirements. This would be a heteronuclear charge transfer (Allen and Hush, 1967), very few examples of
which have been reported in minerals. A blue or
green color in some sapphireshas been attributed to
Fe2*-Tia* charge transfer (Townsend, 1968; Ferguson and Fielding, 197l) . In this case a somewhat
lower energy for the absorption (1.4,200 to 17,800
cm-') could be ascribed to the different structures;
the sites involved in sapphire share faces, rather
than edges. It is possible that some charge-transfer
bands previously identified in minerals have been
incorrectly assigned, and are actually due to Fe2*Tia*. For example, Faye and Harris (1969) showed
that a band at 21,000 cm-1 in the spectrum of
andalusite is very strongly polarized, and assigned
this band to Ti3*-Tia* charge transfer. However,
the assignment to Fe2*-Tia- (which Faye and Harris
apparently did not consider) seems equally valid,
since their andalusite specimens contained iron as
well as titanium.
Most terrestrial titanian pyroxenes are salitic, and
hence most Fe2*, as well as Tia-, is in the M1 site.
The Fe'z.-Ti'* charge transfer would therefore usually be similar in its polarization properties to the
Ti3*-Ti4* charge transfer in the Allende pyroxene.
In some cases.however. Fe2* is found in M2. This
might allow an additional type of charge transfer
slightly difierent from that found in the Allende fas-

saite. Charge transfer might then take place between
Fe2* in M2 and Tia. in M1. The shortest Mz-Ml
vector is parallel to b (=Y), which might lead to a
slightly different color and somewhat stronger absorption parallel to b than parallel to c.
Manning and Nickel (1969) have analyzed some
polarized spectra of a terrestrial titanian pyroxene,
and have claimed to be able to resolve from a broad
envelope the crystal-field absorption of Ti3- at about
19,000 cm-', which they maintain is not polarized,
and a polarized Fez*-Fe3* band at about 15,000
cm-'. However, the thin section which they used for
these measurements,cut parallel to the (001) face,
was not suitably oriented for the detection of polari(100) charge transfer band.
zation of an Ml-Ml
The plane (001) makes an angle of about 16' with
the perpendicular to (100) and this difference is
probably sufficient to allow an appreciable compo(100) charge-transferabsorption
nent of an Ml-Ml
to be present in both their "polarization" directions.
We therefore consider their conclusions to be questionable, especiallyconsideringthat the various peaks
were not visually resolvable. Their results do bring
out some of the possible complications which may
be present in terrestrial pyroxenes, such as Fe2*Fe'* charge transfer. This transfer, added to the
Fe2*-Tia*interaction, may partly account for a variation of color in terrestrial titanaugites frorn red
to purple or brown.
Most terrestrial fassaitescontain very little titanium, but do have significant quantities of Fe2* and
Fe3*. The Fe2*-Fe3*charge transfer may account
for the green color of many terrestrial fassaites,
since it occurs at about the same frequency as the
absorption causing the green color in the Allende
fassaite.
To summarize, the evidence from optical spectra
for the presenceof Tist in terrestrial pyroxenes seems
to be extremely doubtful. Of course, there is no good
reason to expect to find Ti3* in terrestrial pyroxenes,
since these always contain significant amounts of Fe3*.
TiS' is not expected to coexist with Fe3* in the same
mineral, and certainly not in the same site.
Lunar pyroxenes. Most lunar augites contain significant titanium (sometimes over 4 percent TiOs)
and range in color from very light pink to reddish
in thin section. It has been suggestedon the basis of
cation balance of electron-microprobe analyses(e.9.,
B o y d , 1 9 7 0 ; H o l l i s t e re t a 1 . , 1 , 9 7 1 ; W e i lel t a l . , l 9 7 l )
that some of the titanium may be trivalent. It is certainly more likely that Ti3- would be found in lunar
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pyroxenesthan terrestrial ones,sincethe lunar rocks
contain metallic iron and no FeB*.However, it does
not follow that the reddish color is causedby the
presenceof Ti3.. There seemsto be, in fact, a good
correlationof red color with the product of the molar
concentrationsof titanium and iron. as we would
expect if the color is caused by Fe2*-Ti4*charge
transfer(Dowty, in preparation).
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